LGBTQIA+ Awareness

Impact Series
Resource Guide
A guide to Impact Series events and the
topics of gender identity, gender
expression, and sexual orientation
awareness.

About this Guide
The Impact Series is focused on LGBTQIA+ Awareness during this block.
We hope the event details and resources in this guide are helpful!
Schedule (all events are from 10:30am-12:30pm):
Friday,
October 21

Impact Cinema
Movie: Pride (2014)

DeHornele
Lecture Hall

Friday,
October 28

Real Talk
Current Event Discussion; PRISM Guest
Speaker

Henke

Friday,
November 4

Impact Book Club
Book: Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic
Stop and Serve
Service Project

Henke

Key Links
APA Bias-Free Language Guide
This APA guide to bias-free language includes the "individual
characteristics of age, disability, gender, participation in research,
racial and ethnic identity, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status,
and intersectionality."

LGBTQIA+ Support Services
A list of LGBTQIA+ crisis and support resources. "If you or
someone you know is experiencing mental health distress and/or is
in crisis, support is available."

Guest Speaker: PRISM
Lynn Library: Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and
Queer (LGBTQ+) Rights
An overview of the topic from the Gale Global Issues database
through the Lynn Library.

Lynn Library: Impact Series Libguide
A librarian-curated collection of LGBTQ+ social justice resources.

Impact Cinema
Trailer: Pride (2014)
PRIDE is inspired by an extraordinary
true story. It's the summer of 1984,
Margaret Thatcher is in power and the
National Union of Mineworkers is on
strike, prompting a London-based
group of gay and lesbian activists to
raise money to support the strikers'
families. Initially rebuffed by the Union,
the group identifies a tiny mining
village in Wales and sets off to make
their donation in person.
Description from Amazon

Additional Resources:
1. Director Matthew Warchus explains why the story felt so
personal
2. The Real Story of the Film Pride

Real Talk
Join us for a Real Talk discussion of the film and the current events article.

Click on the image for a link to the
current events article

Guest Speaker, Maxx Fenning, founded PRISM, an LGBT nonprofit in
South Florida, at 17 years old. Now 20 and studying at the University of
Florida Online, Maxx serves as PRISM's President, where he works to
expand access to LGBT-inclusive education and sexual health resources.
He's also played a significant role in the fight against anti-LGBT legislation
such as the "Don't Say Gay" law, facing legislators head-on at
Tallahassee. In addition to his advocacy work, Maxx is active on TikTok,
where he discusses hard-hitting topics on gender and sexuality, sexual
health, mental health, and LGBT History, all in an effort to prove that safe
sex is sexy.

Impact Book
Club
Alison Bechdel’s groundbreaking,
bestselling graphic memoir that charts
her fraught relationship with her late
father. Distant and exacting, Bruce
Bechdel was an English teacher and
director of the town funeral home, which
Alison and her family referred to as the
"Fun Home." It was not until college that
Alison, who had recently come out as a
lesbian, discovered that her father was
also gay. A few weeks after this
revelation, he was dead, leaving a legacy
of mystery for his daughter to resolve.
Description from Amazon

Click on the image for a link to
purchase the book

Additional Resources:
1. Approaches to teaching Bechdel's Fun Home
2. Teaching Books: Fun Home
3. Video book analysis

Stop & Serve
After the book club discussion, join us in a service project with
the Stonewall Museum.
"The Stonewall National Museum and Archives (SNMA) is one
of the largest gay archives and libraries in the United States,
now almost 50 years old. However, we have no direct link to
the Stonewall Riots in New York in 1969. When we were
founded in 1972, the founder Mark Silber used the name
“Stonewall” to recognize the fight for LGBTQ liberation that
began at the Stonewall Inn in 1969. It was a name with
meaning then and it has become nearly synonymous with gay
liberation efforts since that time."

